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RIDDLE OF THE WEEK...
I AM A FEATHERLESS WHITE BIRD, FLYING

OUT OF PARADISE. FLYING OVER SEA
AND LAND. DYING IN YOUR HAND. 

WHAT AM I?  



 A relatively common presentation to the ED,  usually later
than if there is a foreign body up the nasal cavity 

Live insects are a common finding and can cause a lot of
discomfort 

Always usually unilateral – if there is bilateral ear trauma
this should raise your awareness of non accidental harm 

Examination:  
Ears are a huge part of every paediatric examination but do we actually examine them properly? 
1.Position the child – ideally on parents knee so they can help hold there arms and you can look in

their ears from each side using an otoscope and speculum 
2. Make sure you have adequate light and think... Does the child require sedation? ENT review? 

3. Look at the outside of the ear- erythema, swelling visible discharge 
4. To straighten the ear canal:

· In an under 12 month child – pull the ear down and out 
· In an over 12 month child- pull the ear back and up 

I have lost a bead mummy ……
2 year old presents to ED with

altered hearing and foul smelling
unilateral nasal secretions. A child’s

ears and nose are a great hiding
place for things even arts and crafts!
Failure to remove can cause trauma
and infection therefore immediate

attention is required . 
 

A Foreign Body in the Ear

What symptoms should I look out for? 
 

A feeling of fullness or strange uncomfortable
discomfort  OR Pain if there is damage to the

ear canal 
·Infection of the ear canal (otitis externa) or
middle ear (otitis media) which may produce:

 Extreme earache - High temperature -
Vomiting - Lack of energy - Difficulty hearing 
 - Discharge running out of ear - Itching and

irritation – constant pulling at the ear 
 

Main ways of removing a foreign body from the
ear: 

 
· Forceps – if there is a visible edge 

· Water irrigation – but only if the tympanic
membrane is intact and the object is not

absorbent to water as it can swell and cause
further trauma 

· Suction catheter – if the foreign body is
small and friable however the noise can be very

distressing for the child 
 



Slice the grapes!
 

Grapes need to be sliced
lengthwise for all children <5

years old - no matter how nicely
they sit, or how good they are at

chewing. Grapes (cherry
tomatoes and cocktail sausages)

are the perfect size and
consistency to block a child's

airway - round and firm with an
outer 'skin'.

 

Co-Sleeping isn't always what  we
recommend, but following the Safe sleep
7 for safe bed sharing can make it safe. 

 
Check out the song on the website: 
https://www.llli.org/the-safe-sleep-

seven/ 

Have you seen our new ECG Machines? 

 

-ECGs done on ward will be reported

automatically without asking.

-ECGs done in A&E will not be reported

unless requested.

-To get report go on trak, click

results, click other results, click ECG

traces, login with computer login and

search by CHI. The report will have the

blurb at the top of the ECG and the

cardiologists name or itiinitials of

who has reported it.

Note the reports do not appear on SCI

store!

 



How to Refer to PPALS 

 

For Inpatient Review: Call PPALS team on

01313120528 

 

For Outpatient Review:

1-Under correspondence  on Trak, use the

following backslash: '\paedsppals'

followed by a space. The referral form

will show up. Save this as an outpatient

letter 

2-Complete Referal form and email to

address on the Form 

 

This is with the nurse in charge, the senior doctor
(registrar or could be one of the SHOs or

consultant), the pharmacist
This should be done at the new Pod boards (each

individually) with the nurse in charge of each "Pod"
This should be short (5mins max), 1 sentence for each

patient max

1. DETERIORATING PATIENTS/ WATCHERS -> this will
highlight anyone who needs review prior to

handover or who needs to be handed over more
urgently to the evening team

2. Any potential discharges -> aiming to highlight any
patients who need a discharge script doing prior to

handover
3. Any potential drug issues

PARU Safety Huddle
 

We've started a daily 4pm safety huddle on Castle Mey: 

 
Things to be highlighted are

This should be a good opportunity for learning and
managerial experience and I'd be very keen for at least

one of the SHO's each shift to try to attend.
 

Do you remeber the different types of breech presentation... 



Sign of the Week! 
 

Stars of PARU! 
 

This December we are spreading
positivity and praise. Keep a look
out for our 'Starts of PARU' box in

the Castle Mey MDO room and
drop an anonymous comment in,
to acknowledge great things your
colleagues have done to let them
know that they are appreciated!   

There’s a reason that hand shape,
thumbs and pinkies extended, other

fingers tucked in, became the symbol
of California surfer dudes. When you
make the shape with both hands and
twist them back and forth at the

wrists, it means “play.”

Congratulations to our Local

PAFTA Winners!! 

 

Junior: Bryony Howard

Senior: Ana Cockburn

Educational Supervisor: Laura Jones

 

and a big well done on Tim Lewis and

Suzzane MilNe for winning the

presentation prizes at SPS!  

 

A big welcome to
our new FYs and
a warm welcome
back to our

returning ST2s! 

RIDDLE ANSWER 

A SNOWFLAKE! 


